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Mini-Bio: Daniël Lakens is an Associate Professor in the Human-Technology
interaction group at Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e). His areas of expertise
include meta-science, research methods and applied statistics. Lakens’ main lines of
empirical research focus on conceptual thought, similarity, and meaning. He also
focuses on how to design and interpret studies, applied (meta)-statistics, and reward
structures in science. A large part of his work deals with developing methods for
critically reviewing and optimally structuring studies. His blog on methods and statistics
can be found here, and he regularly teaches workshops on methods and statistics to
scientists across the globe, science journalists (e.g., Persgroep, NOS), and at data
science companies (e.g., Booking.com, Trivago). In the last few years Lakens
developed an interest in the importance of (preferably pre-registered) replications and
ways to improve how we interpret and design studies. Lakens argues that we can try a
little harder to make science as open and robust as possible, and give the tax payer as
much value for money as we can.
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